01. Explain factors that should emphasize on constructing theory while identifying differences between speculative theory and grounded theory as one of main types of sociological theory.

02. “Rationality is the key that can be identified in Weberian Sociology” Do you agree on this statement? Give reasons.

03. How does it important to understand the social system through functional prerequisites Clarify this in terms of Talcolt Parsons Sociological thought.

04. What are the main criticism’s against conflict theory? Examine them focusing on two theorists belongs to the conflict theory?

05. How do you describe the Mark’s theory of materialisms to identify the social structure and the social relationships of the society?

06. “Social evolutionism is the fundamental theoretical factor used by the classical sociologist in their theorising on the human society” Do you agree on this statement? Identify two of them and provide a comparative analysis on social change.

07. How do you analyze human social interaction in terms of symbolic interactionism? Explain.

08. Write sociological notes on any two (02) of following.

1. Looking glass self
2. Multilinear Evolutionary
3. Social facts
4. Alienation